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PRESENTATION

The France-Hawai‘i Association  is a French non-profit 

organization governed by the 1901 law whose purpose is to share 

and perpetuate Hawaiian culture in France. The Association fosters 

this ancestral heritage through cultural and artistic exchanges, 

exhibits of artworks, and live performances.

The Association is focused on Hula as a vector of Hawaiian culture, because, to a large 

extent, it is through the art of Hula that the very essence of Hawaiian culture is revealed.

Today, there are hundreds of Hula Halau (Hula schools) worldwide; thereby perpetuating the 

tradition.

Hawaiian culture came close to vanishing. This is why the France-Hawai‘i Association has been 

working for years to preserve and adapt to current tastes the Hawaiian cultural heritage  that too 

often goes unrecognized. It is developing projects worldwide to let this refined culture, which 

belongs to the world’s cultural heritage, become better known at its true value and help it shine 

forth...

The Association is grounded in the spirit of the UNESCO Convention  for the Safeguarding of the 

Intangible Cultural Heritage (see Annex). Our request to be included as an inscribed element in the 

Convention is currently underway.

HULA

A true  theater-opera, Hula 
brings together traditional 
Hawaiian dances and chants.
It transmits and perpetuates 
the language, the legends, the 
genealogies and the rituals, as 
well as Hawai‘i’s spiritual facet.

The Association’s goal is broad and targets wide audiences 

in order to reach beyond the clichés of beaches, surf, and 

languorous native beauties depicted in Hollywood films.

The Festival is produced by the France-Hawai‘i Association 
located in Paris.

Association France-Hawai‘i

Established by Kilohana 
Silve, born and raised in 
Hawai‘i, the Association has 
been striving for 20 years to 
help discover the cultural 
assets and history of Hawai‘i.

Traditional dances by 
Halau Hula O Manoa      
                                

 >
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The First Edition of the Hawai‘i Arts Festival (2012)

“Hawai’i in Paris”

“This is a sweet and fragrant 

idea for capturing the spirit 

of the islands. The First 

Edition of the Festival offers 

a royal selection of finely 

undulating dances — the 

famous Hula — and ‘ukulele 

concerts with the leading 

‘ukulele virtuoso, Taimane 

Gardner. And to whet your 

appetite: Conferences on 

Hawaiian culture and its 

tumultuous history, dance 

and even massage 

workshops.”

LE MONDE M, p.51
by Rosita Boisseau, 2012

✓ A festival to celebrate the 20-year anniversary of the France-
Hawai‘i Association

✓ 10 venues, in Paris and neighboring regions in France

✓ 4 concerts:
- Au Divan du Monde
- Le Petit Bain
- Le Carmen
- Centre Barbara

✓ 2 Live performances at the Ménilmontant Theater:
- Traditional dance
- Modern Hula

✓ 1 Exhibit
    - Ancient Hawaiian Heritage inspired art
    - Centre Musical Fleury Goutte d’Or - Barbara

✓ 1 Conference
- A study of ecosystems and native species in the Hawaiian 
Islands
- Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle - Museum of Natural History

✓ Workshops
- Hula, dances and storytelling for children - Centre Barbara
- Hula, initiation for adults - Centre Barbara
- LomiLomi massage
- Ukulele - Le Petit Bain

✓ Stories
- Storytelling for children, by Kilohana Silve
- At the BiensFaits, Storytelling Festival, Quaëdypre

✓ Book Reading and Signing
With Patricia Lei Murray at the Festival La Nuit des Livres, 
Esquelbeck

✓ Artists who came especially from Hawai‘i for the event

✓ And above all, for Hawaiian culture to shine over all Paris.
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THE SECOND EDITION OF THE HAWAI‘I ARTS FESTIVAL

The Festival will last ten days and take place in various locations, with an expanded 

multidisciplinary program to increase public attendance as well as diversify audiences.

Expanding, with a dynamic of growth and innovation:

Winning larger and more diversified audiences (children, persons with impaired mobility) in the 6th 

and 7th districts (“arrondissements”) of Paris (Théâtre des Cultures du Monde, Musée du Quai 

Branly, and open-air activities at the Gardens and Auberge de jeunesse Pajol in the 18th) in order 

to increase exposure to Hawaiian culture.

Offering a larger selection of activities and artists directly from Hawai‘i.

Diversifying the venues and the audiences:

Expanding the audience base benefits both Festival as well as its partners. We are targeting a socially 

diverse population, since we are working in partnership with “Squares en fête” so that people who do 

not have access to cultural institutions can be involved and participate in cultural activities

Interact  with new partners, such as cultural organizations in the 18th district (La Boule Noire, Le 

Théâtre du Grand Parquet) or the Festival Paris Quartier d’Été.

Sharing, in order to discover another culture:

Interacting and establishing social ties  through numerous free activities: Workshops, concerts and 

performances.

Goals: To expand, diversify and share...

High caliber partnerships are involved in this project, in particular the Musée du Quai Branly, 

the Théâtre des cultures du Monde (that organizes the “Festival de l’Imaginaire”), the Petit Bain, 

the Centre Barbara Goutte-D’or, the Auberge de jeunesse Pajol (FUAJ, HI), the Association 

Plante & Planète...

Discussions are ongoing with City Hall of the 18th District and the directors of theaters and concert 

halls.

The U.S. Embassy has offered its financial support; they will be informing us soon as to the amount 

allocated.

The Festival Paris Quartier d’Été has already programmed a concert proposed by the Association.

Prestigious Venues and Partners



  

Concert by Makana

For the Second Edition of the 
Festival, Makana, renowned slack 
key guitar player, has been invited.

Slack key guitar music or Ki Ho‘alu, 
is typically Hawaiian, its slack keys 
perfectly exemplify the spirit of 
Hawai‘i.

The ‘ukulele virtuoso Taimane, who 
enthralled the audiences at Divan du 
Monde and the Petit Bain  during the 
First Edition in 2012 (Photos below) 
will return for a series of concerts, to 
the great satisfaction of her fans.

Concerts by Taimane  

Ōuli, 
A performance for young 
audience

A performance by traditional 
Hawaiian dancers

HALAU MELE from the island of 
Oahu       

Established in 1975 with the 
collaboration of John Keola Lake 
with the Hawaiian    
Music Foundation,            

Makana not only has 
kept the musical 
traditions of Hawai‘i 
alive, he has also 
expanded on these.

He is scheduled to 
perform among others 
at the Festival Paris 
Quartier d’Été  for the 
2014 Edition.

Outstanding guest artists will perform at the Festival

 
“Morphed into a half-animal, half-
plant princess, the choreographer 
Anne-Laure Rouxel, following the 
rhythm of songs 
especially composed by       
Julie Bonnie and the  
sounds of nature,  
encounters this lust     
diversity.”             

Halau Mele goal is 
to learn and pass 
on the    
fundamentals of 
Hawaiian culture 
(More specifically, 
instruction in 
language and 
traditional chants).

She is scheduled to 
perform at the 
Festival Paris  
Quartier d’Été.

“A voyage of initiation 
where dance leaves 
room for play, fancy 
and ritornello”  
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DETAILED PROGRAM

FRIDAY JUNE 27

✓  PERFORMANCE of Traditional Dances
    Various Halau from the Islands
    For the General Public
    Théâtre Lévi-Strauss

SATURDAY JUNE 28

Daytime:
✓ DANCE WORKSHOPS:
     For Adults, general public
     Persons with impaired mobility

Evening:
✓ CONCERT by Makana
     Contemporary music
     For the General public

SUNDAY JUNE 29

✓ A DAY FOR CHILDREN:
     - STORYTELLING, Hawaiian stories by
     Kilohana Silve,

     - PERFORMANCE of contemporary dances 
     “Ouli” by Anne-Laure Rouxel (Cie Cincle           
   Plongeur)
      For Children (age 3 and above).
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WEDNESDAY JULY 2

✓ Hawaiian Menu
Pacific Rim cuisine with a chef from Hawai'i

Daytime activities:
✓   SPORT WORSHOPS:
     Stand-up Padding 
   In partnership with the association 

     Le Grand Huit
     On the Seine in front of Le Petit Bain

✓   UKULELE WORKSHOPS :
    3 levels (beginners, intermediate & advanced)

In the Evening:
✓   CONCERT by Taimane :
     Contemporary music
     For the General public
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 From THURDSAY JULY 1
                               to SATURDAY JULY 5

✓  FREE WORKSHOPS:
     In partnership with “Squares en fête”
    (program being finalized)
      - Lay-making in the public gardens of the  
       18th arrondissemnet
      - Dance workshop for children and youth  
        in the quarter
      - Hawaiian storytelling by Kilohana Silve

✓ LESSONS
    ‘Ukulele and Slack Key guitar.
     Beginner and intermediate levels
     Centre Barbara Goutte-d’OrSQ
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 SATURDAY JULY 5

✓  CONFERENCE with DANCES                            
   on the Art of  Hula
   Conference by Professor Sam Ohu Gon             
   with the participation of Halau Hula O            
   Manoa and Halau Mele
   For the general public
   Théâtre de la Maison des Cultures du Monde 

✓  CONCERT Slack Key Guitare
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SUNDAY JULY 6

✓ CONFERENCE-DISCUSSION on Ho’oponopono
     Hawaiian speakers and authors of books          
     in French.
     For the general public
    Concert Hall, 200 seats
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BUDGET

SECOND EDITION HAWAI‘I ARTS FESTIVAL - PROVISIONAL BUDGET 

EXPENSES REVENUE
1- TRANSPORTATION 8 roundtrip tickets Honolulu-Paris 13 212 $

(9600 €)

2- PER DIEM 4,024 $
(2 924 €)

3- ACOMODATIONS 11,562 $
(8 400 €)

4- RENTAL dance studio and theaters 4,542 $
(3 300 €)

5- POSTERS & FLYERS 3,854 $
(2 800 €)

6- ADVERTIZING INSERTS 9,634 $
(7 000 €)

7- COSTUMES and flower (dances) 2,753 $
(2 000 €)

8- SALAIRES 34,270 $
(24 900 €)

9- COPYRIGHT FEES and public representations 4,404 $
(3 200 €)

TOTAL EXPENSES 88,255 $

10- PERFORMANCE CONTRACT with Musée du Quai Branly 13,765 $
(10 000 €)

11- TICKET SALES 1,652 $
(1 200 €)

12- SALE of merchandise 9,636 $
(7 000 €)

13- U.S. Embassy 13,765 $ 
(10 000 €)

TOTAL REVENUE 38,818 $

BALANCE TO BE FUNDED 49,437 $
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BECOMING A PARTNER

We would like to find new partners, and help them get exposure by including 

them in our event. These partners will enable us to increase the number of our 

performances as well as attendance.

Our approach is based on partial fee entry  as part of a strategy of growth and 

innovation: A festival spread out over 10 days, in various venues,  with a more 

prolific  multidisciplinary artistic and musical programming, and an increase in 

attendance.

A Polynesian Project in the Spirit of the Times...

 HO'OPONOPONO

 Sometimes translated as 
“putting things in order” or 
“restoring equilibrium”. This 
well-being technique is a social 
and spiritual reconciliation 
technique practiced by ancient 
Hawaiians.
Traditional Ho‘oponopono was 
led by a kahuna la‘au lapa’au 
(healing priest or priestess) to 
heal physical and psychological 
imbalances within family 
groups.

We are bringing the soft breeze of Hawai‘i to Paris for the beginning of summer 

2014. How can anyone resist the temptation of this Polynesian drift from the Pacific 

islands, blowing the grey clouds from the Parisian sky?

Our partners will also get exposure from the sunshine radiating from the exoticism 

of Hawaiian culture, especially in a European capital like Paris.

We are preparing a colorful event, well-illustrated by the poster designed by the 

artist Thérèse Multz.

The current atmosphere in Paris is calling for  well-being  and balance through a 

return to the source and authenticity.

The spirit of the Festival answers the expectations of our society with 

multidisciplinary activities: Music, dance, crafts, sport, coocking, as well as 

conferences on traditional Hawaiian healing methods (Ho‘oponopono and Lomilomi 

massage).

STAND UP PADDING

     Born in Hawai'i, the Stand 
Up Padding is the ancestor of 
the modern surfing, formerly 
practised by Polynesian kings on 
immense boards cut in tree 
trunks.
Since the beginning of 2000s 
this sport explodes as well in 
the United States as in Australia 
or still in Europe.
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A proficient advertising drive

The team has gained experience from the previous festival and has prepared a proficient and 

structured advertising drive that will benefit its future partners.

✓ A person in charge of media relations within the team, responsible for communicating with print 

media, radio and the Internet.

✓ Contacts have already been established with the media thanks to the first edition of the festival 

and have been renewed. (Radio Nova, Fip, Le Monde, Télérama, etc...)

✓ United States : Partnerchip with Hawaiian Airlines (Documentary and Interviews broadcasted on 

the flights + article in the Inflight magazine of the company

Distribution of the program and posters:

✓ A partnership with music stores to increase the event’s visibility (posters and flyers)

✓   You will benefit from positive fallout in terms of advertising.

✓   You will be reaching a larger audience.

✓   Possible benefits in exchange for your support will be the imprint of your company’s logo on our 

advertising media and those of our partners (Musée du Quai Branly, Maison des cultures du 

monde, Paris Quartier d’Été, FUAJ): posters, flyers, T-shirts, bags, our Internet site and our 

partners’ sites.

✓   The option of having a sales booth for your products at some events.

✓  Invitations to the opening evening, to the various activities and performances, and 

complimentary derivative products.

✓   Depending on the type of support, the possibility of organizing workshops/performances at your 

company.

Beyond simple financial partnerships, we are also considering an exchange dynamic, whether in 

the form of support by donations in kind (a raffle at the opening event), the  patronage of skills or 

cash donations.

YOUR INTERESTS
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CONTACTS

Association France-Hawai'i

parishalau@gmail.com

11 rue de Liège

75009 Paris   

Coordinator & Production Manager

Vanessa Leilani Thill 

07 61 10 70 99 

festadh@gmail.com

Communications & Media Relations

Nawel Toualbi

pressefadh@gmail.com
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